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MARKETO AND GOOGLE 
ADWORDS INTEGRATION
Optimize Your Bidding Based on Full Funnel 
Conversion Events

Successful marketers today optimize their ad spend based on the outcomes they are trying to achieve. But if part 

of your marketing or sales process happens offline, you may be stuck optimizing your ads based on top-of-the-

funnel activities, like landing page conversions. This can be inefficient since only a small fraction of those people 

will eventually become sales opportunities or customers.

With the Marketo and Google AdWords integration, you can view offline and other buyer stage conversion 

data from Marketo inside Google AdWords, helping you to identify which keywords and ads drove a meaningful 

result, such as bringing you a paying customer.

If you don’t complete a sale on your website, then you likely have prospects who are converting offline. For 

example, they search online, click on your ad in their Google search results, and then fill out a form on a landing 

page. This is all online. Then offline, they become a qualified lead, become an opportunity in the CRM system, 

and eventually become a customer through a visit to your office or a phone call. 

Now, you can leverage these previously unavailable offline conversions to optimize your AdWords bids and get 

a better ROI on your ad spend.
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HERE’S HOW THE MARKETO/ADWORDS 
INTEGRATION WORKS.

1. Prospects click on Google search ads and their 
details (incl. Google’s unique “Gclid” identifier) 
are captured by Marketo landing pages and forms

2. Marketo tracks each person as they move 
through your marketing and sales funnel (this 
includes conversion to a sales opportunity or 
customer via integration with your CRM system)

3. In Marketo, you can configure integration to your 
AdWords account and map each buyer stage to 
an AdWords offline conversion column

4. Marketo automatically sends the stage 
conversion data into AdWords, which has pre-
configured support for offline conversions

5. Now you can view offline conversions as 
columns in AdWords 

6. In AdWords, preset rules can optimize keyword 
bids for the best performing ads based on an 
offline conversion stage

When you import your offline conversions from Marketo into AdWords, you’ll have a complete picture of the impact 

of your ad campaigns, and you can optimize your AdWords bids for the keywords that most effectively bring you the 

right prospects.

For details on setting up the Marketo and Google AdWords integration, please visit https://docs.marketo.com/display/

public/DOCS/Google+AdWords+Conversions+in+the+Revenue+Model.
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